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Discover what all the other encyclopedias leave outThis is the superbly satisfying compendium
of weird factoids too interesting to be contained in your average encyclopedia. Daring to cross-
reference the un-cross-reference-able, to alphabetize what cannot be alphabetized, and to
deliver the highest concentration of fun that can fit in one book's spine, this information is too
useless to waste:In Denmark, pigs go 'knor'; in Germany, horses go 'prrrh'; in ancient Greece,
dogs went 'au au.' Italians sneeze 'ecci ecci.'A teacher in Italy was disciplined in 1996 for
passing students exam answers hidden in salami sandwiches.In 1957 the U.S. air force
completed a survey of the Atlantic Ocean but refused to divulge its width on the grounds that the
information might be of military use to the Russians.In Paris in 1740 a cow was hanged in public
following its conviction for sorcery.
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Contents Preface A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W Y ZPREFACEHave you
noticed how dull encyclopedias have become in recent years? The trouble is, their compilers
feel obliged to include so much noble and worthy information that it squeezes out all the really
interesting stuff. Even worse, they all seem to have reached an agreement on the level of
dullness to which they aspire. If a particularly interesting fact is absent from one of them, you can
be fairly sure that you will not find it in another encyclopedia of comparable size.This standard of
stultifying worthiness was the first reason for my setting out to write The Encyclopedia of
Useless Information. Over the past decade or more, I have had to hunt through many obscure
sources of information to find the answers to questions that intrigued me. On many other
occasions, snippets of fascinating knowledge have caught my attention and I have reeled them
in, just in case I may have use for them in the future. The net result of this habit is a series of
huge files on my computer packed full of the cherished snippets of information that have passed
my way, which are not to be found in the standard sources of reference.The second justification
for this book came as a result of approaching the problem from the other side. There is, after all,
no shortage of trivia books, but they are, almost universally, not encyclopedic in their content or
format. Collections of startling facts can educate and amaze, but as a source of enlightenment
they can be depressingly random. I have so often been infuriated by half-remembering
something I have seen in a trivia book, and even recalling which book it was in, but then finding
that there is no way anything can be looked up. What was the name of that fellow who had his
first wife embalmed and used to ride round Hyde Park on a pony painted with purple spots?
Where can you find a museum of umbrella covers? What do you call a point on your body that



you cannot reach to scratch? In The Encyclopedia of Useless Information, you can find out
these things. Just look up “embalming,” “umbrella,” and “scratching” and the cross-references will
lead you to the right spot in no time.Finally, there is another reason, which far outweighs the two
mentioned above, for my deciding to write this book. Because of my passion for absorbing odd
pieces of information, I frequently find myself co-opted on to quiz teams, yet somehow my teams
never seem to do as well as they ought to. I have analyzed the reasons for this and reached an
inevitable conclusion: I would do far better if the people setting the questions knew the same
things that I do. Often—and I can only presume it is because they are unacquainted with the
really interesting facts in this book-the question setters ask mundane questions relating to
popular culture or chemistry or medieval Peruvian poetry, which leave me completely at a
loss.Why can they not ask me instead the names of the goats that drew Thor's chariot or who
was the only U.S. president to hold a patent or what color a Gentoo penguin's feet are? These
and countless other facts are lodged in my head waiting for a quiz setter knowledgeable enough
to demand them as answers. Now, finally, in one volume, all the facts have been put together to
allow quiz setters to ask the sorts of questions that will fascinate, challenge, and allow my team
to win.In 1851, the painter John Ruskin said: “Remember that the most beautiful things in the
world are the most useless, peacocks and lilies, for instance.” I hope that, after browsing some of
the entries on the pages that follow, you will agree with me that, as far as facts go, the most
useless and pointless are also often the most beautiful. Symbols used in this book:Important
dates are indicated by the symbol Important statistical or numerical information is preceded by
Cross-references are indicated by the symbol AAAAs all good Scrabble players know, aa is a
type of volcanic lava. There are also rivers called Aa in France and Germany. Whether these are
alphabetically the first places on earth depends on how you treat the accent on the town of Å in
Norway.AARDVARK
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was the only U.S. president to hold a patent or what color a Gentoo penguin's feet are? These
and countless other facts are lodged in my head waiting for a quiz setter knowledgeable enough
to demand them as answers. Now, finally, in one volume, all the facts have been put together to
allow quiz setters to ask the sorts of questions that will fascinate, challenge, and allow my team
to win.In 1851, the painter John Ruskin said: “Remember that the most beautiful things in the
world are the most useless, peacocks and lilies, for instance.” I hope that, after browsing some of
the entries on the pages that follow, you will agree with me that, as far as facts go, the most
useless and pointless are also often the most beautiful. Symbols used in this book:Important
dates are indicated by the symbol Important statistical or numerical information is preceded by
Cross-references are indicated by the symbol AAAAs all good Scrabble players know, aa is a
type of volcanic lava. There are also rivers called Aa in France and Germany. Whether these are
alphabetically the first places on earth depends on how you treat the accent on the town of Å in
Norway.AARDVARKThe aardvark (which means “earth-pig”) has specialized in eating termites
for about the past thirty-five million years. They have only twenty teeth, and their ears may be 10
in. long. The first aardvark born in captivity in the western hemisphere weighed 4 lb. 2 oz. It was
born on September 24, 1967, in Miami.ABORIGINEIn 1957, a research project at Darwin
University attempted to discover why Aborigines stand on one leg to rest. In the course of the
project, an orthopedic surgeon interviewed several Aborigines, and some white Australians were
trained in techniques for standing on one leg. No firm conclusions were reached, and further
research is clearly needed.In several Aborigine tribes, the traditional punishment for
manslaughter was to be stabbed in the thigh by a tribal elder. ALBERT I, KOALAABORTIONThe
first country to legalize abortion was the Soviet Union, which did so in 1920. In 1984, China had
about eighteen million births and nearly nine million abortions.In North America, beavers'
testicles were once thought to be useful for procuring an abortion.ACCIDENTSMore people
suffer fatal falls in December in the United Kingdom than any other month, though you are most
likely to drown in July, and most likely to be shot in November. You are also most likely to be
killed in a road accident in December.Research in the United States has shown that the average
American is more likely to die from an asteroid hitting earth than as a result of a flood, but is
more likely to die in an aircraft accident than from an asteroid impact. The precise probabilities of
each event are as follows: aircraft accident, one in twenty-thousand; asteroid impact, one in
twenty-five thousand; flood, one in thirty thousand. The chance of dying from food poisoning is
one in three million. ALBERT I, AUSTRALIA, CALIFORNIA, CANADA, DEATH, DENTISTRY,
DONKEY, ELEPHANT, HORSE, MENSTRUATION, MOTORING, OPERA, PORTER, SKIING,
TEETH, TRANSPLANTATION, TURKEY (country), WATER-SKIINGACCORDIONThe accordion
was patented by Anthony Faas of Philadelphia on January 13, 1854.ACNEAccording to a survey
in 2004, 73 percent of acne sufferers would turn down a fortune if they could have a perfect
complexion.ACNESTISThe point on a mammal's back where it cannot reach to scratch is called
the acnestis.ADDAMS, Charles (1912 88)The cartoonist Charles Addams, creator of The
Addams Family, liked to reply to fan mail on headed notepaper that claimed to be from “The



Gotham Rest Home for Mental Defectives.” He married his third (and last) wife in a dog
cemetery, with both bride and groom dressed in black.ADDRESSIn 1463, Paris became the first
city to adopt house numbers. London followed suit three hundred years later.
TAIWANADMIRALTY ISLANDSNatives of the Admiralty Islands in the Pacific are said to have
made cricket bats for generations from the wood of a tree grown from the artificial leg of the
missionary Elisha Fawcett, who taught them to play cricket.ADOLESCENCEA study lasting
thirty-four years at Northwestern University Medical School in Chicago confirmed that middle-
aged men cannot remember their adolescent years. The research involved sixty-seven men who
were questioned first at age fourteen and again at forty-eight regarding family relationships,
home environment, dating and sexuality, religion, parental discipline, and general activities.
Their answers the first time were correlated with their memories thirty-four years later. The
researchers reported that results showed that the likelihood of accurately remembering events
from adolescence is no greater than chance.ADULTERYIn ancient Greek, the meaning of the
verb rhaphanizo is “to thrust a radish up the fundament.” It was a punishment for adulterers. The
penalty for an adulteress in Britain at the time of King Canute was to forfeit both nose and ears.
In ancient India, however, an adulterer or adulteress lost only his or her nose.AESCHYLUS (525
456 BC)The Greek writer of tragedies Aeschylus is reputed to have been killed when a tortoise
fell on his head. An eagle carrying the tortoise is believed to have mistaken Aeschylus's bald
head for a rock and dropped the tortoise on it in an attempt to crack its
shell.AFGHANISTANFrom 1918 until 1991, Afghanistan was the only country on earth whose
name began with A but did not end in A. After the Soviet Union collapsed, it was joined by
Azerbaijan. However, Afghanistan still comes first if you arrange the nations of the world in
alphabetical order.The minaret of Jam in Afghanistan is the second tallest minaret in the world.A
traditional sport in northern Afghanistan is Buzkashi, a sort of polo without ball or polo stick in
which horsemen try to dump a headless calf in the enemy goal. Buzkashi players are allowed to
whip or kick the man holding the calf, but off-the-calf fouls are penalized. Afghanistan is four and
a half hours ahead of Greenwich mean time.Between 80 and 90 percent of the heroin sold in
Europe comes from opium grown in Afghanistan. There are forty-seven airports (of which ten
have paved runways) and five heliports in Afghanistan. The average woman in Afghanistan gives
birth to 5.64 children. There are ten men over sixty-five in Afghanistan to every nine
women.AGATHOCLES (361 289 BC)Agathocles, the “Tyrant of Syracuse,” was the son of a
potter. He is said to have died at age seventy-one from using a toothpick poisoned by his
enemies.Agathocles is also the name of a heavy-metal band from the Belgian city of Mol.AGE
OF CONSENTIn England in 1576, ten-year-olds were allowed to marry. This is the lowest the
age of consent has ever been. In 1875, it rose from twelve to thirteen; in 1885 it went up from
thirteen to sixteen, where it has stayed ever since. The current age of consent for sexual activity
between a man and a woman varies around the world from twelve in Mexico to twenty in
Tunisia.AIR HOSTESSESAlthough air stewards had been operating since 1922, the first
stewardess did not take off until May 15, 1930. She was Miss Ellen Church, of Iowa, who had



written to United Airlines to suggest that suitably qualified young ladies might perform a useful
function on flights. The airline was so impressed that they not only employed her but also gave
her the job of drawing up qualifications for further recruits. Miss Church's specifications were
clearly modeled on what she considered her own best points: applications would be considered
only from registered nurses no older than twenty-five. They must weigh no more than 115 lb. and
not be more than 5 ft. 4 in. tall.Britain was slow to follow the lead set by America, perhaps fearful
of a repetition of the strong hostility to the air hostesses shown by U.S. pilots' wives. The first
British air hostess was Miss Daphne Kearley, who made her first flight on May 16, 1936. Typing
and cocktail-mixing were among the skills required, though her own account of the job
suggested that the work consisted mainly of calming down anxious passengers and turning
down marriage proposals.By the time British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC) began to
recruit stewardesses in 1943, the principal qualifications were already less demanding. At the
top of the list were “poise” and an “educated voice.”“Stewardesses,” incidentally, is the longest
common word that is typed entirely by the left hand of a competent typist on a standard
keyboard. However, it is two letters shorter than the distinctly uncommon “aftercataracts” (an eye
condition that may follow an operation for cataracts) and “tesseradecades” (groups of
fourteen).ALASKAAlaska is the only state in the United States whose name can be typed on a
single row of letters on a keyboard (cf. PERU).The Nenana Ice Classic is an Alaskan
sweepstake that has been running since 1917. It started when bored railway engineers erected
a wooden tripod on the frozen Tenana River and placed bets on the exact moment in spring
when it would fall through the ice. It has taken place every year since and now attracts entrants
from around the world, which has boosted the jackpot from an original $800 to around $300,000.
A paper in the journal Science in 2001 was devoted to demonstrating that the records of the
Nenana Ice Classic are a valid measure of global warming.Alaska was purchased by the United
States from Russia in 1867 for $7,200,000. This was less than the cost of making the film North
to Alaska in 1960.Until 1995, it was illegal to keep an elephant in Alaska. In that year, however,
they changed the law regarding exotic pets specifically to allow an ex-circus elephant to stay
there.Under the Alaskan penal code, “wanton waste of a moose” is a class A misdemeanor,
equal in seriousness to drunken driving.ALBANIAIn 1995, drivers in the northern Albanian city of
Shkodra refused to pay a newly imposed traffic light tax of Lk2,000 (about $27) because their
city had no traffic lights.Albanian tennis player Imed Sejati laid a claim to be considered one of
the least successful international sportsmen in history at the Mediterranean Games in Bari, Italy,
in 1997. After watching his first-round Moroccan opponent serve four straight aces past him in
the opening game, Sejati replied with four successive double faults. Then he retired,
smiling.There is only one heliport in Albania.ALBERT I, King of Belgium (1875 1934)King Albert
I was killed in a climbing accident near Dinant in Belgium. His last reported words were: “If I feel
in good form, I shall take the difficult way up. If I do not, I shall take the easy one. I shall join you
in an hour.”ALCHEMYThe art and science of alchemy, which thrived from around 200 BC until
the eighteenth century, was founded on rational principles. Plato and Aristotle had developed a



theory of matter that held everything to be made of earth, air, fire, and water. Each of those, in
turn, combined two of the primary qualities: hot, cold, wet, and dry. Earth is cold and dry; air is
hot and wet; fire is hot and dry; water is cold and wet. When fire loses its heat, it becomes earth-
in the form of ash; when water is heated, it becomes air-in the form of steam. In principle,
anything can therefore be turned into anything else by stripping it down to its basic components
and then remixing them with a little heating, chilling, wetting, or drying.But to do it properly, it was
necessary to have the philosopher's stone, which has the power to turn all things to gold. “I have
seen and handled more than once the Stone of the Philosophers,” said J. B. van Helmont. “In
color it was like powder of saffron but heavy and shining even as powdered glass.” Van Helmont,
incidentally, was a noted chemist who invented the word “gas.”The stone, however, did not only
turn base metal to gold. It was also believed to have the power of giving eternal life and
transforming a person from earthly impurity into heavenly perfection. Here, however, we must
make a distinction between exoteric (outward) and esoteric (hidden) alchemy. The former was
concerned with the practical business of finding the stone, concocting an elixir of life, making
gold, and living forever. Esoteric alchemy, however, was a mystical and religious concept linked
to the belief that only the pure of soul would be granted the divine grace needed to discover the
philosopher's stone. Thus, the first objective became not so much transmuting metal into gold,
but transmuting the sinful toward purity.There are fifteen alchemists listed in the Dictionary of
National Biography, of whom the following deserve special mention:Sir Thomas Ashton and Sir
Edmund de Trafford, who, in 1446, were given special privileges by Henry VI to continue their
experiments. The king also forbade any of his subjects from molesting them.Thomas Charnock
(1526-81), who was bequeathed the secret of the philosopher's stone by an alchemist in
Salisbury but was frustrated when his equipment perished in a fire in 1555. Two years later he
again believed that he was on the verge of success when he was called up for the relief of
Calais.Edward Kelley (1555-95), who claimed to have discovered the philosopher's stone
among the ruins of Glastonbury Abbey. He had his ears cropped in the pillory at Lancaster after
a conviction for forgery.John Dee (1527-1608), who employed Kelley, never noticed the latter's
mutilated ears (which were hidden beneath a skull cap). Dee sent Queen Elizabeth a piece of
gold that he said he had made from metal cut from a warming pan and gave his son quoits
supposedly made from transmuted gold.John Damian, who was court alchemist to James IV of
Scotland. In 1507, he built himself a pair of wings and tried to fly from the ramparts of Stirling
Castle but fell to the ground and broke a leg. He blamed the feathers he had used, which came
from barnyard fowl unaccustomed to flying. Despite this failure, James IV still paid £15.16s.0d
for his alchemist's gown of damask and £4 for his velvet socks.Alchemy began to fade when
Robert Boyle published The Sceptical Chymist in 1661, in some ways fulfilling Isaac Newton's
prediction that science would lead away from alchemy and theology toward materialism and
atheism. Its scientific respectability, however, was partly restored in the 1950s when Carl Jung
represented the whole of alchemy as a basis for depth psychology. More recently, Beethoven's
piano sonata “Opus 110” has also been compared in structure to the symbolic patterns of



alchemy, while J. K. Rowling's opus 1, Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, was called
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone in the American edition, presumably because American
children were thought unlikely to know what a philosopher was.The French alchemist Nicholas
Flamel, whose search for the philosopher's stone inspired much of Rowling's story, lived from
1330 to 1418. The house he built in 1407 is now considered the oldest building in Paris and is
the site of a restaurant, the Auberge Nicolas Flamel. A set lunch there was priced at 11 euros
($14) in 2004.ALCOHOLLicensing laws are nothing new. Recent research has shown that,
around 4,500 years ago, workers on the pyramids had three drink-breaks each day, during which
five types of beer and four varieties of wine were available.Alcoholic drinks, however, date back
still earlier. The sediment found in a pottery jar recently excavated in the Zagros Mountains of
northern Iran indicates that man was swigging a retsina-like wine in 5000 BC. There is also
evidence of beer-drinking in Mesopotamia around 8000 BC, which is about the time that the
woolly mammoth died out.The word “alcohol” has a curious history. Its original meaning, in the
early seventeenth century, was a fine metallic powder, ore of antimony, used as eye makeup.
The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) suggests a derivation from the Hebrew ka-khal, “to stain.”
By extension, alcohol came to mean any fine powder produced by grinding or distillation, then
finally took on the meaning of a distilled liquid. Samuel Johnson's Dictionary defined alcohol as:
“an Arabic term used by chymists for a highly rectified dephlegmated spirit of wine, or for any
thing reduced into an impalpable powder.” For chemists, however, an alcohol may be any of a
wide class of organic compounds, of which ethyl alcohol, C 2 H 6 O, is the one some of us know
all too well.Alcohol begins to interfere with the brain's ability to function properly when the blood-
alcohol concentration exceeds 0.05 percent, that is, 0.05 g of alcohol per 100 cc of blood. About
half a pint of whiskey will produce a concentration of 0.2 percent, at which level the imbiber has
difficulty in controlling his or her emotions and may tend to cry or laugh a lot and fall over, if not
prostrate already.The Empress Catherine I of Russia banned women from getting drunk. This
law has been cited as the main reason for the large numbers of female transvestites who
attended Moscow balls, where wine ran freely. Catherine's husband and predecessor, Peter the
Great, had the lover of one of his mistresses executed and his head preserved in alcohol and
kept by his bedside.Research on both humans and goldfish has shown that anything learned in
a state of mild inebriation is liable to be forgotten when sobriety is restored. But a subsequent
return to the inebriated state may be accompanied by a return of the forgotten memories. In
other words, if you have forgotten something important that you learned when you were drunk,
your best policy may well be to get drunk again. If you drank so much that you blacked out,
however, all memories of what you said, did, or learned while intoxicated are liable to vanish
forever, whether you are human or goldfish. (For further information, the reader should consult
the article “The Use of Goldfish as a Model for Alcohol Amnesia in Man,” by R. S. Ryback, in
Quarterly Journal of Studies on Alcohol, volume 30, 1969.)Why some heavy drinkers become
alcoholics and others appear not to develop an addiction is a matter still not fully understood,
though recent studies of animal and human twins suggest a genetic predisposition to



alcoholism. A particular gene on chromosome 11 is the thing to watch out for. Chronic
alcoholism shrinks the left side of the brain.There are fewer reliable studies of possible beneficial
effects of alcohol, though mildly inebriated goldfish have been shown to learn simple tasks more
quickly than sober goldfish.As to the effects of alcohol on lechery, a porter explains all to
Macduff in Shakespeare's Macbeth: “It provokes the desire, but it takes away the performance.”
This has been confirmed in studies that show that alcohol increases subjective estimates of
sexual arousal but diminishes physiological symptoms. (You may think you are aroused, but you
are not really.)According to an article by W. H. Gantt in 1952, however (“Effect of Alcohol on the
Sexual Reflexes of Normal and Neurotic Male Dogs,” Psychosomatic Medicine, volume 14),
regulated doses of alcohol may have a therapeutic effect on premature ejaculation in a neurotic
dog. BEQUESTSALDRIN, Edwin Eugene (“Buzz”) (b. 1930)In 1963, Buzz Aldrin received a
doctorate from MIT for his thesis on orbital mechanics. He acquired the nickname “Buzz” from a
little sister's attempt to pronounce the word “brother,” which came out as “Buzzer.”
MOONALEXANDER I (1777 1825)Tsar Alexander I of Russia considered trousers-instead of
knee-breeches-to be subversive.“ALEXANDER III, the Great” (356 23 BC), King of
MacedoniaAlexander the Great forbade his soldiers to wear beards, on the grounds that they
were too easy to get hold of in a fight. Alexander slept until noon, could not swim, and named a
town after his favorite dog, Peritas. It was one of the now-extinct Molossian breeds, a sort of
giant Rottweiler, used for fighting. Alexander's pet, according to legend, won fights against a lion
and an elephant. Among the ruins of Pompeii, archaeologists have found mosaics depicting
Molossians outside people's homes with the message “cave canem”—“beware of the
dog.”ALEXANDRA, Queen (1844 1925)Wife of Edward VII, Queen Alexandra was left with a
limp after an illness in 1867. Ladies at court copied the limp to be fashionable.ALLIGATORIn the
state of Michigan, it is illegal to chain an alligator to a fire hydrant. This has often been cited as a
curious law, but in fact it is illegal to chain anything to a fire hydrant in Michigan. There is no
specific mention of alligators in Michigan's statutes.ALPACAThe alpaca is a sort of soft-haired
llama and comes mainly from Peru. Alpaca wool comes in twenty-two natural colors, the most of
any wool-producing animal. A baby alpaca is called a cria.ALPHABETThe dot above a letter i is
called a tittle. EZRAAMERICAAlthough America is generally believed to have been named after
the explorer Amerigo Vespucci, recent evidence has been unearthed to suggest another
claimant. Richard Amerike, a Bristol merchant, certainly knew about North America long before
Columbus and Vespucci “discovered” it. The Bristolians had been trading for years with
Icelanders, buying salted cod that had been caught in Newfoundland. Not wanting to spread the
word about their new fishing grounds, they kept it a secret. But Amerike was one of the major
sponsors of John Cabot's voyages to North America, and recently found documents suggest
that Cabot gave a map-perhaps with Amerike's name on it-to Columbus. A final piece of strong
circumstantial evidence is Amerike's family banner: a flag in red, white, and blue, depicting
stripes and stars.The first person to call the New World “America” was the cartographer Martin
Waldseemüller, who inscribed the new name on his map-of-the-world engravings in 1507. Later



in life, Waldseemüller is said to have changed his mind about the name, coming to the view that
“Columbia” might have been a better name, but by then the name of America had established
itself too well to be altered. The country Colombia was given its name in 1819 by Simón Bolívar.
In 1825, Bolivia was named after Bolívar, who was Venezuelan anyway. UNITED
STATESAMMONIAThe gas ammonia (NH 3 ) takes its name from the Egyptian god Ammon. In
classical times, sal ammoniac (ammonium chloride) was discovered by accident through
burning the dung of camels in the temple of Jupiter Ammon at Siwa oasis in Libya. The marine
fossils known as ammonites also take their name from Ammon, in their case because their spiral
structure is reminiscent of the ram's horns that Ammon is supposed to have had.AMPUTATION
CRICKET, LATVIA, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE, PORTER, SANTA ANNA,
WIMBLEDONANESTHETICSIn 2002, researchers at the University of Louisville reported that
people with ginger hair require 20 percent more anesthetic before surgery than people with hair
of another color.ANAGRAMSNotable people whose names are anagrams of a single word
include the actress Meg Ryan (Germany), former vice president Al Gore (gaoler), the politician
Clare Short (orchestral), the singer Roger Daltrey (retrogradely). FIZZY DRINKS, FOOT-AND-
MOUTH DISEASE, LEWINSKY, RAILWAY, RUSEDSKI, SCOTT, SEA LION, SHAKESPEARE,
SPEARSANCHOVYAnchovy-flavored popcorn was among the bedtime treats offered to cats at
the Sutton Place Hotel in Vancouver, Canada, when it started its “Pampered Pets” service in
1998. The first screenplay Quentin Tarantino ever wrote was called “Captain Peachfuzz and the
Anchovy Bandit,” written in 1985. CARUSOANDERSEN, Hans Christian (1805 75)The great
Danish writer of fairy tales, Hans Christian Andersen, was born two months after his parents
married. He himself never married, but he carried a letter from his first love, Riborg Voigt, in a
pouch around his neck until he died. He had a big nose and parted his hair on the right. He never
ate pork and when staying in hotels always carried a coil of rope with him in case he needed to
escape from a fire.ANDORRAAndorra has no unemployment, no broadcast television channels,
and the world's highest life expectancy at 83.48 years. INCOME TAXST. ANDREWAndrew, the
patron saint of Scotland, is also patron saint of Greece, Russia, Amalfi (Italy), fishmongers,
fishermen, gout, spinsters, singers, and sore throats.He was the son of Jonah (according to St.
Matthew) or John (according to St. John) and was a fisherman.He was crucified in Greece by
order of the Roman governor Aegeas, or Aegeates, on November 30, AD 60. According to a
tradition that apparently began in the fourteenth century, the cross on which he was bound (not
nailed) was decussate, that is, X-shaped, from which the cross of St. Andrew takes its form.His
relics were taken to Constantinople in about AD 357 and in the thirteenth century were moved to
the Cathedral at Amalfi, where most of them still remain.According to legend, a Greek monk
called St. Rule was directed by an angel in AD 357 to take what remains of St. Andrew he could
carry to the “ends of the earth” for safekeeping. So he took them to Scotland. The place where
St. Rule came ashore later became St. Andrews.St. Andrews University has no apostrophe in its
name because it is the university of the town of St. Andrews (without an apostrophe), rather than
the university belonging to St. Andrew.



A. Chaplin, “Love it. I got this for my brother. We are from a nerd family. We all had a good time
flipping through it.”

Quin, “Interesting and Random. 5 stars for extensiveness, randomness, and creativity. I read this
once in high school, and told myself I'd read it again. Welp, I did. The best method for this is to
do the read, scan method while underlining fun facts. Or, reading random entries in social
settings. This was so much fun, boring in some parts, understandably, as well though. However I
did reread the 90s version, but the information is written so that it's still interesting and
relateable. I recommend.”

Seth Bergman, “A must have for any useless information lover!. Simple one of the greatest books
ever! I love useless information (Such as reading about the Bobfest of '92-'94)and the good stuff
can only be found in this book!”

wolfman J, “great book. bought this for my supervisor because he always has an endless supply
of useless information it supplies plenty of useless subjects to talk & laugh about”

April Dace, “great. this was a really really great gift for my brother who seems to know
everything! he really enjoyed reading it. some of the facts are hilarious! good read and a great
gift”

The book by Anna Skoubourdis has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 12 people have provided feedback.
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